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Dear sir/lady I need help in adding verb to the collective noun as; a chicken brood or chicken brood As we add verb as a chicken brood is in the field: a brood of chickens is in the field a chicken brood are in the field broods of chickens are in the field pl explain that correct they send me more example like this for other
collective nouns: a herd of livestock, a herd of goats, a bunch of bananas, a bunch of ducks, a dove of pigs, a dove of oxen, a pigeon kit, a galaxy of stars, a fleet of pl ships explain when we add singular verb and popular verb in sentences clearly pl Thank you: my email is frank19976@gmail.com. if you like you can
email me in the text Quiz Test your understanding of this English lesson Try your understanding of the English lesson by answering these questions. You will get the answers and score at the end of the quiz. In English grammar, words that refer to people, places, or things are called nouns. They can be classified in many
ways. One way to classify nouns is depending on whether they can be counted or not. Many English mistakes are related to this point. Reading this page, you will understand: what accounting nouns and countless are how to use them correctly in a sentence countable nouns (or count) are words that can be counted.
They have a singular shape and a plural form. They usually refer to things. Most accounting nouns become plural by adding an 's' at the end of the word. For example: Singular plural chairs bottled student non-accounting (or non-count) noun students are words that cannot be counted. Therefore, they have only one
singular form. They have no plural forms. These words are thought of as whole rather than parts. They usually refer to abstractions (such as trust or advice) or collective (such as equipment or luggage). For example: unique information about cash furniture using contact and non-accounting nouns When using countable
or countless nouns, pay attention to articles and adjectives! Some articles and adjectives can be used with both accounting nouns and countless. However, others can only be used with accounting nouns or only countless. Used with contested nouns Only a doctor, a pen, a meal, a class, a college many many cups, many



books, many libraries, many flights few questions, few tables, few apples, few holidays, few countries some questions, some problems, some problems used with unacstable nouns Only a lot of money, a lot of time, a lot of food, a lot of water, a lot of energy little trouble, little equipment, little meat, little patience a little a
little sleep, some snow Used with Countable &amp; Countless Nouns the bill does not account for monkeys, schools, teachers, boats, bananas incountable cheese, machine machine some accountable some tables, some shops, some grapes, some cities, some incalculable nurses some time, some news, some bread,
some salt, some mail any fork, any socks, any bathroom, any waiter, any incalculable cupboard any advice, any soap, any transport, any gold, any homework without loaders, no chocolates, no drivers, no rings, no incalculable marker no problem, no grass, no landscape, no money, no décor a lot of accounting animals,
lots of coins, lots of immigrants, lots of incalculable kids a lot of help, a lot of aggravation, a lot of happiness, a lot of fun a lot of computer countable, a lot of buses, a lot of parties, a lot of colleges in number of cakes , lots of ice cream, lots of energy, lots of laughs quite pretty accounting dishes, enough onions, enough
restaurants, enough worries pretty incalculable courage, enough wisdom, enough noodles, enough time a lot of houses, lots of concerts, lots of guitars, lots of countless oil abundances, lots of sugar, lots of cheese, lots of space List of countless nouns (These are countless noun samples! There are many more.)
homework equipment equipment clothing mobile furniture gold cotton glass jewelry perfume soap save card petrol luggage gasoline carry-on luggage for staff help fun fun fun enjoy information knowledge knowledge life life life life life space peace peace peace peace flour flour rice flour cake ice cream ice cream ice
cream cake cake cake cake cake fish cake fish fish fish tea tea tea tea rain rain ice ice ice great light of Wind Arabic Japanese Korean Spanish French Russian Italian Hebrew mathematics mathematics mathematics chemistry chemistry chemistry chemistry chemistry chemistry psychology psychology psychology
psychology psychology psychology psychology psychology tennis tennis tennis football cricket football cricket a cricket poker swimming swimming at golf swimming to jog reading reading reading sleeping kitchen studying work Dear sir / Lady I need help in adding verb to the collective noun as; a chicken brood or chicken
brood As we add verb as a chicken brood is in the field: a brood of chickens is in the field a chicken brood are in the field broods of chickens are in the field pl explain that correct they send me more example like this for other collective nouns: a herd of livestock, a herd of goats, a bunch of bananas, a bunch of ducks, a
dove of pigs, a dove of a kit of pigeons, a galaxy of stars, a fleet of pl ships explain when we add singular verb and popular verb in sentences clearly pl Thank you: my email is frank19976@gmail.com. if you like you can email me in text quiz test your understanding of this this Lesson Test your understanding of the
English lesson by answering these questions. You will get the answers and score at the end of the quiz. In English grammar, words that refer to people, places, or things are called nouns. They can be classified in many ways. One way to classify nouns is depending on whether they can be counted or not. Many English
mistakes are related to this point. Reading this page, you will understand: what accounting nouns and countless are how to use them correctly in a sentence countable nouns (or count) are words that can be counted. They have a singular shape and a plural form. They usually refer to things. Most accounting nouns
become plural by adding an 's' at the end of the word. For example: Singular plural chairs bottled student non-accounting (or non-count) noun students are words that cannot be counted. Therefore, they have only one singular form. They have no plural forms. These words are thought of as whole rather than parts. They
usually refer to abstractions (such as trust or advice) or collective (such as equipment or luggage). For example: unique information about cash furniture using contact and non-accounting nouns When using countable or countless nouns, pay attention to articles and adjectives! Some articles and adjectives can be used
with both accounting nouns and countless. However, others can only be used with accounting nouns or only countless. Used with contested nouns Only a doctor, a pen, a meal, a class, a college many cups, many books, many libraries, many flights few questions, few tables, few apples, few holidays, few countries some
questions, some problems, some problems, some problems used with incountable nouns Only a lot of money, a lot of time, a lot of food, a lot of water, a lot of energy little trouble, little equipment, little meat , a little patience a little confidence, a little sleep, some snow Used with Countable &amp; Countable countable
monkeys, schools, teachers, boats, bananas incountable cheese, cars, luggage, grass, knowledge some tables countable some tables, some shops, some grapes, some cities, some countless nurses some time, some news , some bread, some salt, any email any fork, any fork, any sock, any bathroom, any waiter, any
incalculable cupboard any advice, any soap, any transport, any gold, any work at home without magazine, without chocolates, without pilots, without rings, no incalculable marker no problem, no no décor a lot of countable a lot of animals, a lot of coins, a lot of immigrants, a lot of incalculable kids a lot of help, a lot of
aggravation, a lot of happiness, a lot of fun a lot of computer countable, lots of buses, lots of parties, a lot of college lots of countless cakes Cakes of ice cream, a lot of energy, lots of laughter quite pretty accounting dishes, enough onions, enough restaurants, enough worries enough incalculable courage, enough
wisdom, enough noodles, enough time a lot of accounting houses, lots of concerts, lots of guitars, lots of countless oil abundances, lots of sugar, lots of cheese, lots of space List of countless nouni (These are unknown champions! There are many more.) homework equipment equipment mobile furniture furniture gold
cotton glass jewelry perfume soap skating card gasoline luggage gasoline luggage hand luggage advice access to the work of saving fun information about knowledge of patience patience progress professional life intelligence intelligence energy health peace food flour flour cake cake ice cream ice cream ice cream cake
butter cake oil oil salt tea tea rain rain rain rain rain rain rain rain rain light Wind French Russian Italian Hebrew Chinese Mathematics Physics ethics chemistry art photography chemical chemistry chemistry chemistry psychology psychology psychology vocabulary archaeology poetry tennis tennis basketball football
football cricket a cricket poker poker swimming on foot jogging reading reading listening kitchen sleeping studying work
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